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AMENDMENT TO THE CLAIMS

1
.

(original) A method for controlling a clutch that driveably connects an

input and an output, the iriethod comprising the steps of:

producing input toique at the clutch;

operating the clutch partially engaged;

calculating the temperature of the clutch;

establishing a refer aice clutch temperature;

comparing the calculated clutch temperature and reference clutch temperature;

and
j

i

if the calculated chjtch temperature equals or exceeds the reference clutch

temperature, then increasing the degree of clutch engagement sufficiently to reduce the

calculated temperature of the clutch.

Tie2. (original)

clutch m a partially engaged

determining the current

establishing a firit

clutch to the second output;

determining a first

portion;

determining a

second output in proportion

changing the magnitude

first and second magnitudes

riagnitude of clutch torque corresponding to the first desired

sedond

The3. (original)

the degree of clutch

temperature ofthe clutch includes

engagement

method of claim 1, wherein the step of operating the

condition includes the steps of:

clutch slip;

desired portion of the input torque to be transmitted by the

magnitude of clutch torque to be transmitted to the
ion to the current clutch slip; and

oftorque transmitted by the clutch to the sum ofthe

method of claim 1, wherein the step of then increasing

over a period sufficient to reduce the calculated

the step of fully engaging the clutch.

4. (original) The method of claim 1 , wherein the step of calculating the

temperature ofthe clutch, includes the steps of:
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repetitively calculaking the change of temperature of the clutch over successive

time intervals; and

maintaining a running total of the change ofclutch temperature over each

interval. i

Tie5. (original)

calculating the change of temperature

repetitively calculating

clutch over successive

determining the thehnal

dividing the differehtial

interval by the thermal rmm

calculating the differential

interval, includes the steps

method ofclaim 4, wherein the step of repetitively

of the clutch, includes the steps of:

ing the differential change in power transmitted by the

mass of the clutch; and

change in power transmitted by the clutch over an

of the clutch.

6. (original) Tie method of claim 5, wherein the step of repetitively

change in power transmitted by the clutch over a time

of:

repetitively determi: ling the magnitude ofpower transmitted to the clutch input

over successive intervals;

repetitively determining the magnitude ofpower transmitted from clutch output

over successive intervals; 4nd

repetitively calculating of the difference in the magnitude ofpower at the clutch

input and the magnitude ofjpower at the clutch output over each interval.

THe7. (original)

determining the magnitude

steps of:

determining the clut

method of claim 6, wherein the step of repetitively

ofpower over an interval at the clutch output, includes the

h gain
;

repetitively determining the magnitude ofpressure at the clutch servo at

successive intervals;

|
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and

repetitively detemilintng the speed of the clutch output at successive interval s;

repetitively calculating the product of clutch gain, speed of the clutch output,

and the magnitude ofpressure at the clutch servo at each interval.

8. (original) T le method ofclaim 7, wherein the step of detetroining the

clutch gain, includes the steps of:

determining the average coefficient of friction of a friction disc-spacer plate

pair located in the clutch; !

determining the number of disc-plate pairs in the clutch;

determining the effective friction area ofthe disc-spacer pain?;

determining the effective radius of the frictional area of the disoplate parrs

from the axis about which the clutch rotates; and

calculating the product of said the average coefficient of friction, said number

of disc-plate pairs, said effective friction area, and said effective radius.

10. (withdrawn)

computer, a clutch through

i method of claim 1, further comprising the step of:

clutch temperature that is higher than the reference

9. (original) TH.e

establishing a threshold i

clutch temperature;

comparing the calculated clutch temperature and threshold clutch temperature;

and

if the calculated clutch i

temperature, then fully engaging

temperature equals or exceeds the threshold clutch

the clutch.

A method for controlling, with the aid of a digital

which a clutch input and a clutch output are driveably

connected, the method comprising the steps of:

inputting to and executing in the computer a computer readable program code

algorithm for operating the clutch partially engaged;

!
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providing the computer with a data base including at least a reference clutch

temperature;

providing a signkl in the computer responsive to the beginning of execution
the algorithm;

sum;

initializing in thi computer in response to the signal a running arithmetic

repetitively calculating in the computer at frequent intervals during execution of

the algorithm the change c f temperature of the clutch during each interval;

repetitively updating in the computer the running sum with the calculated

change of clutch temperate over each interval;

repetitively comparing in the computer at frequent intervals the reference

clutch temperature and the magnitude of the running sum; and

ifthe magnitude bf the running sum equals or exceeds the reference clutch

temperature, issuing a command from the computer causing an increase in the

degree of clutch engagement sufficient to reduce the magnitude of the running

sum.

1 1
.

(withdrawn) The method of claim 1, wherein the step of issuing a

command from the computer further comprises:

terminating execution in the computer of the algorithm; and

issuing a command from the computer causing the clutch to become fully

engaged.
j

j

12. (withdrawn) The method ofclaim 1 1, further comprising the step of:

providing the computer with a data base including the thermal mass ofthe

clutch; and
j

wherein the step of Repetitively calculating the change of temperature of the

clutch includes the steps ofjrepetitively calculating in the computer at frequent

intervals: :

the differential change in power transmitted by the clutch over successive

intervals;
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determining the thdrraal

dividing the differqntial

interval by the thermall mass

13. (withdrawn)

calculating the differential

interval includes the

intervals:

repetitively calculating

the clutch input over

repetitively calculating

from clutch output over su

repetitively calculating

input and the magnitude o

The method of claim 12, wherem the step of repetitively

change in power transmitted by the clutch over a time

steps of repetitively calculating in the computer at frequent

14. (withdrawn)

providing the computer

repetitively providiitg

a magnitude of pressure at

wherein the step

interval at the clutch outpu

computer at frequent internals

the product ofthe cliutch

pressure at the clutch servo

mass of the clutch; and

change in power transmitted by the clutch over an

of the clutch.

in the computer the magnitude ofpower transmitted to

'e intervals;

in the computer the magnitude ofpower transmitted

cessive intervals; and

ofthe difference in the magnitude of power at the clutch

power at the clutch output over each interval.

The method of claim 1 3, further comprising the steps of:

with a data base including a clutch gam; and

the computer at frequent intervals with input representing

the clutch servo, and a speed of the clutch output; and

ofrepetitively calculating the magnitude ofpower over an

includes the step of repetitively calculating in the

gain, speed of the clutch output, and the magnitude of

at each interval

15. (withdrawn) The method of claim 14, further comprising the step of:

providing the computer with a data base including the average coefficient of

friction of a friction disc-spacer plate pair located in the clutch, the number of said

disc-plate pairs, the effective friction area of the disc-spacer pairs, and the effective
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radius of the frictional

rotates; and

wherein the step of

calculating the product of [said

plate pairs, said effective

are|a of the disc-plate pairs from the axis about which the clutch

repetitively calculating the clutch gain includes the step of

average coefficient of friction* said number of disc-

retion area, and said effective radius.

The method of claim 14, further comprising the steps of:

with a data base including a threshold clutch

han the reference clutch temperature; and further

16. (withdrawn)

providing the computer

temperature that is higher

comprising the steps of:

comparing the calculated clutch temperature and threshold clutch temperature;

and

ifthe calculated clutch

temperature, then fully engaging

temperature equals or exceeds the threshold clutch

the clutch.

1 7. (original) In a transfer case having first and second outputs, a system for

controlling a clutch that dnveably connects the first output and second output,

comprising:

means for operating! the clutch partial ly engaged;

means for calculating the temperature of the clutch;

establishing a reference clutch temperature;

means for comparing the calculated temperature of the clutch and reference

clutch temperature; and

means for producing an output signal for increasing the degree of clutch

engagement sufficiently to reduce the calculated temperature of the clutch, if the

calculated temperature of tljie clutch equals or exceeds the reference clutch

temperature.

j
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i1 8. (original) T|hc system of claim 1 7, wherein the output signal producing

means fully engages the c utch if the calculated temperature of the clutch equals or

exceeds the reference clutth temperature

19. (original) The system of claim 17, further comprising

a fluid pressure source;

a servo through wh

and disengage the clutch;

a solenoid

magnitude ofpressure in

ich the clutch is alternately pressurized and vented to engage

ind

communicating with the output producing means for increasing a

servo in responsive the output signal.the;

20. (new) In a vehicle drive line having an engine controlled by a throttle

position, a method for com rolling a clutch that driveably connects an input and an

output with varying degreds of clutch engagement, the method comprising the steps of:

operating the clutch partially engaged;

determining a curreht throttle position, throttle rate, and vehicle speed;

determining a first c csired clutch engagement corresponding to the current

throttle position and vehicb speed;

determining a second desired clutch engagement corresponding to the current

throttle rate and vehicle spoed; and

changing the degree of clutch engagement to the greater of the first desired

clutch engagement and the second desired clutch engagement.

2L (new) Thenjethod

determining a lengtti

engagement of die clutch;

reducing the first debired

varies inversely with the

changing the degree

clutch engagement and the

ofclaim 20* further comprising:

of a first period that begins upon initiating partial

length

clutch engagement by a factor whose magnitude

of the first period; and

of clutch engagement to the greater of the first desired

second desired clutch engagement
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22. (new) Theihethod

maintaining the first

predetermined length.

of claim 21, further comprising:

desired clutch engagement for a second period of

23. (new) The r method of claim 20, further comprising:

determining a referfence clutch engagement;

deteimming a difference between the second desired clutch engagement and the

reference clutch engagement;

reducing the second desired clutch engagement by a magnitude that varies

directly with said difference; and

changing the degrei of clutch engagement to the greater of the first desired

clutch engagement and secjond desired clutch engagement.

24. (new) The Method of claim 20, wherein the step of reducing the second

desired clutch engagement further comprises:

subtracting from thd second desired clutch engagement a magnitude that

decreases as the magnitude of said difference decreases.

25. (new) The method of claim 20, wherein the step of operating the clutch

in a partially engaged condition includes the steps of:

determining a currei it clutch slip;

establishing a first desired portion of the input torque to be transmitted by the
clutch to the second output

determining a first magnitude of clutch torque corresponding to the first desired

portion;

determining a secon i magnitude of clutch torque to be transmitted to the

second output in proportion to the current clutch slip; and

changing the magnitude of torque transmitted by the clutch to the sum of the

first and second magnitude^.
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26. (new) The method of claim 20, wherein the step of increasing the

degree of clutch engagement over a period sufficient to reduce the calculated

temperature of the clutch Includes the step of fully engaging the clutch,

27. (new) In a transfer case, driveably connected to an engine controlled by

throttle, a system for controlling a clutch that driveably connects the first output and

second output with varying degrees of clutch engagement, comprising:

means for operating the clutch partially engaged;

means for determining a current throttle position, throttle rate and vehicle

means for determin ng a first desired clutch engagement corresponding to the

current throttle position an i the current vehicle speed;

means for detetrnining a second desired clutch engagement corresponding to

the current throttle rate anci the current vehicle speed;

means for producing a command clutch duty cycle signal, representing the

greater ofthe first desired clutch engagement and the second desired clutch

engagement, whereby the degree of clutch engagement is changed in response to the

command signal.

28. (new) The s^tem of claim 27, further comprising:

i souifcea fluid pressure

a servo through whi

change the degree of clutcli

a valve operated by

pressure source and the setyo

applied to the solenoid.

:h the clutch is pressurized from the pressure source to

engagement; and

a solenoid for opening communication between the

in response to the clutch duty cycle command signal

29. (new) The system of claim 27, further comprising:

means for determinibg a length of a first period that begins upon initiating

partial engagement of the c|utch;

^10-
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means for the first

varies inversely with the

means for changing

;

desired clutch engagement

-iesired clutch engagement by a factor whose magnitude

lingth of the first period; and

the degree of clutch engagement to the greater of the first

and the second desired clutch engagement.

30. (new) The s|ystem of claim 27, further comprising:

means for maintaining the first desired clutch engagement for a second period

ofpredetermined length.

i reference

3L (new) The

means for determining

means for detetmin]

engagement and the

means for reducing

varies directly with said

means for changing

desired clutch engagement

npethod of claim 27, further comprising:

a reference clutch engagement;

ng a difference between the second desired clutch

clutch engagement;

the second desired clutch engagement by a magnitude that

difference; and

the degree of clutch engagement to the greater of the first

and second desired clutch engagement.

32. (new) Tbendethod

desired clutch engagement further

subtracting from the

decreases as the magnitude

of claim 27, wherein the step of reducing the second

comprises:

second desired clutch engagement a magnitude that

of said difference decreases.
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Dated: March 17, 2006
MacMillan, Sobanski & Todd, LL(b
One Maritime Plaza, Fourtth Floor

720 Water Street

Toledo, Ohio 43604

(734) 542-0900

(734) 542-9569 (fax)

Respectfully submitted,

Frank G. McKetizie

Attorney for Applicants)

Reg. No. 29,242
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